
⃝ Pearl Star Atami Special  (Facial & Body only) 
60 min / ¥24,900   90 min / ¥31,100   120 min / ¥38,600 

AN SPA ATAMI's original treatment combines our original cosmetic ZEN Facial and Aroma Body using Atami orange 
essential oil. We will customize the treatment to meet the needs of each customer.

⃝ Madonna Skin Therapy  (Facial only)
    RIN 60 min / ¥24,300　HAKU 90 min / ¥28,600 　KOU 120 min / ¥33,000 

MDNA SKIN is born in Japan with the world-famous beauty icon Madonna as a partner. The "Palca" combines four spring 
water sources in a hidden valley. The beauty ingredients for beautiful skin tone and soften the skin.

⃝ Aromatherapy Body  (Body only)
    YOU 60 min / ¥22,400　AKI 90 min / ¥27,400　REN 120 min / ¥34,900

We use "AN Spa's original essential oils," which have the aroma of the natural healing powers of Japanese plants, and combine 
them with treatments arranged to suit the guest's needs. The customized treatment will relax your mind and body from the core.

⃝ Relaxation Acupressure  (Body only)
    60 min / ¥18,700　90 min / ¥27,400　120 min / ¥36,100

The body's natural healing power is activated by pressing down on the body's surface with the fingers. 
The effects are wide-ranging, including relief of stiff shoulders, lower back pain, fatigue, and stress.
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RELAXATION AN SPA ATAMI Treatment Menu

AN SPA ATAMI is a unique spa that focuses on the Japanese style, delicate and meticulous beauty, and hospitality. As the 
name "AN" suggests, the space is lit by soft lights that evoke warmth, and the natural materials used in the setting and 
soothing colors create a special sense of peace and tranquility. Feel the therapist's gentle hands on your bare skin as you 
spend a blissful time surrounded by comfort.you will experience a moment of immersion in the infinity of the water mirror. 
Please enjoy the ever-changing sky and sea as time flows by.

*Menus and prices are subject to change without notice. 

*Prices include tax.

■ Business Hours          11:00 〜 22:00（last admission at 21:00）


